
WHAT IS RACISM 

  

 
 

ROOTS OF RACISM 

 

 
 

All People form Personal Preferences (like Choosing Foods, 

Movies, Music, Careers, and Hobbies), According to their 

Culture. We Learn these Preferences from Family. It Forms 

High Self-Esteem, Good Character & a Love for Your Race.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuebB_h1n3wZ8KUg7r7DA1G5kSlhexfX/view?usp=sharing


: : : What is Racism 

                          

Racism is good in one case, that’s when people go off to college or a new land to get educated, or 

to find better opportunities. In that case we all want to be around our own people because we eat 

the same foods, listen to the same music, relate with cultural familiarity, and learn the best ways 

to cope in the new setting. That is natural for all people especially at colleges, and that is why they 

have small areas for various races, intricately connected or near many major cities. Like Jewish 

Districts, Indian Reservations, and Lil Tokyo. These people practice their own customs, and 

incorporate socializing their people into the new setting. So, when Blacks take an AAIU Plebiscite 

Vote to claim an indigenous status to remain integrated, and to build safe sovereign cities, everyone 

should support our desire for independence. We need sovereignty since slavery dismantled family.   

Now racism as we know it today is a social phenomenon that was created with a philosophy behind 

it to support bad white people in their quest to colonize Africa and enslave Blacks. That enabled 

bad white people to perpetrate their colonial intentions of stealing African land and resources, and 

getting free Black slave labor, for hundreds of years! There are practices going on in Africa which 

are criminal and repressive, which are a result of racism, lasting from imperialism and colonialism.   

The philosophy behind racism goes all the way back to the Nicean Conference (325 AD), when 

those bad white folks decided to profess whites are superior to Blacks, and that whites should 

colonize Africa to civilize Black People. That was a deceitful lie to hide their true colonial 

intentions inflicted on Africa and her people, and included changing the color of God, Jesus, and 

the Angels from Black to White. This installed thoughts in the general population of those bad 

white people that it was and is OK to abuse, enslave, and exploit Africa and Black People. This 

lingering line of thought in the minds of white cops; makes them think it’s OK to kill Black People 

today!   

Now this should make it clear that racism was and is a direct attack on Africa and Black People. 

Wicked racism started when a group of bad white people decided to enslaved Blacks in Barbados, 

then seven European Nations decided to invade, colonize, and enslave Africa and Black People.   

Now after centuries of amassing wealth and resources through colonizing and enslaving Blacks, 

and imperializing other nations and peoples, those bad whites had the desire and strategy, to control 

the government, and operate its systems and institutions in a way to exclude and oppress Blacks 

in America, and all over the world, that is racism! These enemies of equality (EE) have used racism 

to subjugate and suppress Blacks since 1519 in America. Dr. Chancellor Williams wrote a book 

called the Destruction of Black Civilization outlining the cultural assault on the Black Family!   

Since whites have denied Blacks education privileges, and equal opportunities for centuries, and 

the police are still killing Blacks with no accountability, that is racism. The fact of the matter is 

racism/white supremacy on Blacks does go all the way back to the Nicean Conference, and 

includes Imperialism, Colonialism, Being Chained on Goree Island Encampments, Being Chained 

on Slave Ships, and Suffering Horrible Inhumane Crimes in the Middle Passage, Being Chained 

in Slave  



Breaking Colonies, Being Chained in Chattel Slavery, Emancipation, Reconstruction, Jim Crow 

Segregation, and Prematurely Imposed Integration. If your race has not been chained; you may not 

be victims of racism, because you have not endured lasting atrocities which produce emotional, 

psychological, and physiological abnormalities, disabilities, and dysfunctions. RACISM INDEED  

Racism was 2000 yrs. beyond the last 500-year-old vicious attack on Africa and Black people, 

projecting a false sense of superiority to the EE, and a false sense of inferiority to the Black Family.  

Black People are the only people on earth who don’t own or have control of their own country, 

(Africa). Blacks were forced to lose their native African names and languages, and their customs, 

values, and traditions because of racism. They became a lost enslaved tribe of people, without their 

heritage intact in Early 1500 America, and were turned into a new tribe of confused, denigrated, 

and alienated people called African-Americans in slavery; so, Blacks should organize in the AAIU, 

to take control of our own destiny, and yes our people need a sense of belonging and protection.   

If I were to show you a diagram or schematic of how much the EE has benefitted, and how much 

the Black Family has suffered, due to racism, it will be devastating and unbelievable, so the EE 

should discontinue concealing racist practices, because it is not necessary, they won the battle.    

The EE have used forceful and deadly tactics to capture, enchain, enslave, and disconnect the 

Black Family from our mother country, and our extended family in Africa. The EE Imperialized 

Africa to steal our land, and resources, and they caused immense psychological damage called 

Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS), and they accumulated wealth in high trillions off ledger.   

The EE used legal means, and white only and Black only signs in public areas to separate the races, 

and KKK Lynching had Blacks living in fear, which raised PTSS. Now the EE uses the police 

and a racist system to maintain overwhelming practices of RACISM, directed at the Black Family.    

The depths and severity of racism appears in three books written by Blacks, whites, and jews, so 

good Blacks, whites, and jews should confront their own people about their dastardly deeds in the 

past, and agree to apologize and make amends to Blacks for all the damage they caused. We need 

to recognize there are good and bad people in all races, and we should utilize guidelines from 

the AAIU United States of America Truth and Reconciliation Process, that stipulates no person or 

group from any race, will try to press another person or group from another race, about their deeds.    

The first of the three books were written by our beloved Black Scholar Walter Rodney, “How   

Europe Underdeveloped Africa”; the second is by Jewish Scholars who wrote “The Secret 

Relationship between Blacks and Jews”, and the third is by a White Scholar who wrote “The Pale 

White Horse”. These books describe real racism, and don’t forget the Tuskegee Experiment, and 

now drugs and man-made viruses are causing great damage to African-Americans, those are 

REAL RACISMS! James Cone and James Foreman give solutions in their book Black Theology.     

When you read these books, you will realize racism is directed at Africa and the Black Family, so 

Blacks need compassion from all other races and groups of people who claim they are victims of 

racism, because they have not known these depths of damages, or been hurt for such a long period 



of time. They are far from enduring what Blacks have suffered over the last 500 years, called 

RACISM, so other groups may be victims of discrimination, but not racism by these definitions.   

The way the EE treats Blacks in society, schools, jobs, courts, jails, and probation or parole today 

is deplorable, and causes severe, intense, and prolonged racial misery. I would like everybody to 

be honest so we can have the AAIU United States of America Truth and Reconciliation Process   

(T&R PROCESS), to start the healing process for the entire human family, because the EE used 

RACISM, to hurt Blacks in many ways, squash their quest for liberation, and others followed suit.    

Dr. Nelly J. Fuller and Dr. Francess Cress Welsing explain the system of racism/white supremacy 

as a development that took centuries to perfect through what is called "3 categories of people, and 

9 Areas of People Activity"; (1) Economics, (2) Education, (3) Entertainment, (4) Labor, (5) Law, 

(6) Politics, (7) Religion, (8) Sex, and (9) War; but we should add (10) Race, and (11) Propaganda.   

Dr. Welsing's definition on the issue couldn't be more factual. "Racism/White Supremacy is the 

local and global white peoples power system, dynamically structured over centuries to falsely 

create, but with deadly force, and to establish white superiority by stealing land and resources, and 

enslaving the native people where they explored, and Black inferiority by colonizing, enslaving, 

and exploiting Africa and Black People for their land, labor, and resources. This is maintained by 

persons who classify themselves as white, whether consciously or subconsciously, which consists 

of patterns of perception, logic, symbol formation, thought, speech, action, legal means, 

segregation, whites and Blacks forbidden by law to marry in some states, and public emotional 

response to real or fictional contact, like social gatherings against bussing and integration, at 

Freedom Rides for Peace, and at Lunch Counter Sit Ins, or the unnerving of Emmett Till’s demise. 

These are the results of racism as conducted simultaneously in all areas of people activity, for the 

purpose of white race dominance, preventing genetic annihilation, and sustaining Black 

oppression.    

Dr. Fuller’s explanation on the issue breaks down his idea of there being 3 basic types of people 

in the known universe, that being good White people, non-whites, and bad white 

supremacists/racists. Good White people " classify themselves as 'white', have been classified as 

'white', accepted as 'white', and who generally function as 'white' in all major areas of people 

activity." He defined non-whites as "people who are not white, Blacks and others. And Last, white 

supremacists/racists are "people who classify themselves as 'white', who generally function as 

'white', have been accepted as white, but have the absolute power, authority, and resources  through 

guns and bombs to rule their land with an iron fist, via race separation laws and police brutality, 

practicing racial subjugation (Separating Whites from Blacks), based on 'white' to 'non-white' 

peoples socialization, relations, and existence in society at any time, place, and in all major areas 

of people activity, to create and maintain white privilege and white preferential treatment. This is 

how racism/white supremacy is the dominant and secret social order of America today.    

So, when people factor this information into the race problem equation the only intelligent solution 

for Black People is sovereignty. They should leave the shackles of integration now because they 

have the desire, resources, and knowledge to take care of themselves, so they should become 



independent. African-Americans and all Blacks should live in safe integrated, repatriated, and 

sovereign cities at home and abroad. So yes, the intelligent and only way Blacks can recover 

from 500 years of damage from racism, is reparations to become independent and sovereign. 

That is because we have exhausted all opportunities for equality and protection in integration, but 

we must continue to present programs to reach that goal in integration and repatriation.    

Much Love,                                                                                                                                                                  

Trust and Believe in God,                                                                                                                                            

Your Humble Servant Brotha Cliff Pruitt       

  


